
     

The “Rhyme, Laugh and Learn” series offers readers ages 4-8 a journey 
of fun and laughter through creative rhyme and vibrant illustrations. 

The memorable language and whimsical images provide a truly entertaining 
way to learn, gently absorbing some basic life lessons – to be a friend, work 
hard to succeed, be comfortable with who you are while at the same time 

learning about mixing colors, and using other languages.
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978-0-996415774 ebook

Message: 
Friendship/Forgiveness       
Mixing primary colors          

978-0-997265729 so�  cover
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Message: 
Work Hard to Succeed 
Zoo Animals
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$12.95  32 pages  8x10 print  $4.99 e-book  Full color illustrations  Ages 4-8 

Activity pages extend the learning for the home and classroom
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Message:
Learning to be polite, includes 

‘First Language Dictonary’
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Message: 
Being Happy with
Who You Are

AWARD WINNING SERIES
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“Hey! Hands off my dials!”
Screamed a boy masked in blue.  
“I’m ‘Jack the Amazing,’ 
A Genie, Grade Two.”
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He howled out the chorus,
As the Quartet just stared.
Poor Bob looked most startled;
The lizard quite scared.

Upli� ing stories that bring laughter and life lessons for children of all ages

Strong, valuable endorsements for this entire series  from elementary school 
teachers, librarians, bloggers, and key publications including Kirkus, Midwest 
Book Review, HomeSchoolingReview. 

See reviews – www.GelosPublications.com
“Rich text is brought to life by vivid illustrations that show emotion and detail.”
“The series has natural messages in each book.”
“My class absolutely loved it. They sat around my chair moving close and closer with 
every page.”

Juan Castell and Aunt Sofi a’s Giant Book of Please, Thank You, Welcome
The earth is soon to have visitors from far away galaxies and everyone is getting ready 
to greet them as politely as they possibly can.  Each country is working hard to help their 
people prepare by remembering manners and how to greet people in different ways. 
This valuable story offers an easy-to-learn introduction to basic words in French, 
Spanish, Indian and Chinese. A “First Language Dictionary”.

Jimmy & Jane and the Tale of the Yellow Moon
In this colorful, humorous story, twins Jimmy and Jane lend a hand to their friends the 
Lunatrons, moon-dwelling creatures with unusual eating habits.  Together they hold the 
secret to the moon’s yellowish tinge visible in the dark night sky. But when the twins 
disrupt the Lunatrons’ regular diet that once yellow tinge morphs into green, orange and 
an array of colors and patterns. This helpful story shows the value of teamwork and 
friendship.

The Pennydale Zoo Great Talent Contest
A fun visit to the Pennydale Zoo brings even more excitement when Juniper Mouse dis-
covers the Great Talent Contest. Is there enough time to practice?  Will they all just laugh 
at him? There are singing camels, a giraffe for a magician, a balancing elephant, a nut 
juggling turtle and many more.  Under the guidance of head judge Big Paws Galore the 
consequences are hilarious. This creative story shows that with practice and determi-
nation anything is possible.

Normal Nina and the Magic Box
Normal Nina knows all about wanting to be different. She is just a regular person that 
people don’t notice or appreciate for the regular things that she does. So, when Nina dis-
covers a strange magic box and meets the blue-masked genie, she knows exactly what her 
three wishes will be. And there’s nothing normal about them at all! This delightful story 
shows that exciting adventures can be fun but being normal has its good points too.

About the Author
After a successful career in fi nance,  Ian Sadler has turned his time and attention to one of his 
most rewarding hobbies-creating humorous, rhyming stories for children. He brings to life his 
colorful, fun-loving characters and overlays gentle messages for daily living in the family and 
at school through his publishing company with a presence both in the United States and the 
United Kingdom.

About the Illustrator
Following on from her early love of drawing and painting, artist Adrienne Brown studied 
Graphic Design & Illustration at the University of Kansas, receiving her BFA in 1992. She has been 
a graphic designer and freelance artist for 25 years. Through the years of many illustrations and 
many graphic design projects, she still has the inner “tingle” for illustrating children’s books.
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